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Company presentation 

 

 

ROMCARBON S.A. is a prestigious brand, recognized on both Romanian and European 

plastic processing market. We have a tradition of over 50 years in polyethylene, polypropylene, PVC, 

polystyrene processing but also in producing filters and protective materials.  

                 Having our own R&D department provides us the following advantages: 

- Innovate on our existing products and developing new ones 

- Accessing new customers and breacking into new markets 

- Know-how in several particular areas 

- Tangible impact on turnover, competitivness and company growth 

ROMCARBON S.A. has its own filter testing laboratory, which performs tests in accordance with the 

international standards. The Laboratory it is acreditated by RENAR. 

 

We develop our activity on seven profit centres, our products portfolio containing over 

2,000 items of all sizes and types. 

 

Main steps regarding ROMCARBON’s development 

 

 1952 - The workers stepped in for the first time in “Chimica factory” in order to produce 

fabrics of amino plastics and Bakelite; 

 1957 - The Activated Carbon and Breathing Protective Materials workshops started to 

function; 

 1960 - The factory changes its name into “Plastic Items Manufacture”; 

 1962 - The factory starts producing filter cells, PSE thermoformed items and PE foil/bags; 

 1970 - The production capacities for thermoformed and PE items are increased: new machines 

and equipments are put into function start using “agglomeration” method in PE processing start 

producing air filter cells start producing PVC granules; 

 1977 - It starts the production of pipes, adapting pieces and PVC linking products; 

 1982 - It is commissioned the workshop in Beceni, where are produced weaved PP bags and in 

1993 - the PP weaved bags section is extended, starting a new workshop in Buzau; 

 1991 - The factory changes its name into “S.C. ROMCARBON S.A.”; 

 1997 - It starts the production of auto filters - “Pocket” type; 

 2000 - Romcarbon becomes a 100% private capital company; 

 2003 - “Living Plastic Industry”  a Taiwanesse investor, becomes the main shareholder; 

 2004 - It is commissioned the workshop producing EPS trays, at that time, ROMCARBON 

S.A. being the sole national producer. Starting 2010, this sector runs an investment program 

aimed at production hall’s modernization and at new equipment’s purchasing.  The new 

investment involves increasing the thermoforming capacity by purchasing an automatic 

thermoforming machine for absorbent trays, as well as purchasing last generation moulds. 
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Through the variety of models, our product range will cover most requirements coming from 

the market; 

 2007 - The company is listed at BVB (Bucharest Stock Exchange) second tier; 

 2012 – The company commissions a new production section: “Plastic compounds & 

Regenerated raw materials”; 

 

 

 

Our Products: 

Expanded polystyrene packaging trays 

(Standard/ regular trays, catering trays, absorbent trays, extruded polystyrene panels 

for floor insulation) 

                 Currently, our product range includes the most common models for catering applications, 

and over 40 models of standard and absorbent trays  Applications: packaging of meat and meat 

products;  fruits and vegetables;  bakery products;  fast food and catering. Following the investment 

made in this sector, we are currently able to produce over 6000 to of EPS processed items/ year. 

 

Small Poplypropylene bags 

(UN) Coated polypropylene bags, polypropylene bags with PE liner, polypropylene 

bags with valve, coated/uncoated polypropylene fabric, polypropylene strapping tape) 

                    With over 4800 to of PP processed items/year, ROMCARBON S.A. is leader on the 

Romanian market of small PP bags. The bags we produce have a sacking capacity of 5 to 50 kg. Our 

company offers to its partner’s consultancy and individual support in choosing the most suitable types 

of bags. 

 

Polyethylene film, bags 

(Polyethylene film for agriculture, polyethylene film for constructions, polyethylene film for mulch, 

transparent polyethylene film for plant germination, anti-dripping bags, bags and covers for fruits, 

thick, thin sacks and bags, general use polyethylene film, polyethylene foldd sheet for packing ( cover-

type) and thermo shrinkable covers ) 

                ROMCARBON S.A. is the first Romanian producer of a multistrat film with wide range of 

width, between 2
 
and 12 m and thickness between 0,1mm (100 microns) and 0,2mm (200 microns);  
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We have the advantage of providing a new technology to our Romanian vegetables growing; The 

multilayer film has a physic- mechanical resistance to weathering ( rains, winds, snowing) 40% higher 

than the monolayer film which is currently produced by other Romanian manufacturers ; The UV 

treatment provides resistance against sunlight for one, two or even three seasons ; The wide range of 

widths ( 8m, 10m or even 12m) allows the setting on the solarium structure at the same time, 

according to which the attachment of several pieces there’ s no longer required; Yearly, we are 

producing over 3600 to of PE processed items. 

 

Automotive and Industrial filters 

(Air filters, fuel filters, oil filter, cabin filters, industrial filters for equipment, machines, 

compressors, agricultural machinery, railway, naval and industrial engine, etc) 

                ROMCARBON S.A. is one of the first manufacturers of automotive filters in Romania. The 

manufacturing lines in this sector produce air, oil and fuel filters for various brands of automotives, 

and also filtration systems for various types of industrial equipment and machinery. Our 

manufacturing lines have the capacity to give rise to over 6.000.000 pieces of filters, each year. 

 

Breathing protective materials & Active Coal 

(Gas mask with a single filter cartridge for gas, semi-mask for powder, isolated mask with free 

aspiration of the clean air, filter cartridges for gas mask, mask for self rescue for miners, 

regenerating cartdridges, military gas mask and gas mask for civil defence use, filters for 

ventilation equipment) 

            ROMCARBON S.A. is the sole producer of breathing protective materials in Romania. Our 

production capacity allows us to manufacture over 180.000 items of breathing protective materials per 

year. 

                ROMCARBON S.A. is also the only company in Romania that can retrieve the waste for 

recycling charcoal in ecological conditions and in strict compliance with the legislation regading 

environmental protection. The Active carbon properties are to fix and retain noxae as a result of  a 

special process. 
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PVC road indicators 

                  In ROMCARBON S.A., there is a PVC sector where we succeed in giving value to 

wastage that, till recently, was thrown away as garbage. Out of the fractions resulting from recycling 

electrical and electronic equipment we produce base road indicators, required by customers in the 

country and abroad.                          

 

Plastic Compounds 

(Regenerated raw materials, such as: PP, PE, PS, ABS; Compounds, such as: filler, colored 

compounds with or without glass fiber) 

 

                  The products we obtain inside this section are belonging to two categories: regenerated raw 

materials and compounds made of virgin polymers. 

We are now able to provide to our esteeme cutomers, the following products: 

Regenerated raw materials 

 Regranulated PP 

 Regranulated PP with elastomers 

 Regranulated PP reinforced with mineral filler 

 Regranulated PS 

 Regranulated ABS 

       Compounds made of virgin polymers 

 PP reinforced with mineral filler (up to 80%) natural or colored 

 PP reinforced with glass fiber (up to 30%) natural or colored 

 PA reinforced with glass fiber/beads (up to 30%) natural or colored 

 Compounds based on other polymers and with a tailor made additive package: flame 

retardants, UV stabilizers, impact modifiers, elastomers etc. 
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 Certificates and Standards: 

 

              Our Quality Management System meets the high standards of ISO 9001:2008. In addition, we 

are certified ISO 14001:2005 for environmental system. We also have implemented the standard 

OHSAS 18001: 2007 for occupational health and safety system. 

        ROMCARBON has all necessary certifications in order to attest the compliance of our 

packaging with alimentary products, the test analysis revealing the fact that our PE, PS and PP 

processed items are “heavy-metal free”. Moreover, for PP bags we are certified by LABORDATA –

Germany regarding the hazardous substances carriage.  

        The XPS panels used for floor insulation have technical approval in order to be used  in 

construction field.  

        The filters produced by Romcarbon are certified by AFER and RAR. Furthermore, for our air 

filters, we have implemented the standard ISO/TS/16949. 

         The Breathing protective materials are evaluated and certified according to EU directives, 

regarding individual protective equipment, regarding the security requirements of those equipmets and 

the conditions for placing them on the market. These products are certified by the National Research 

and Development Institute of Occupational Safety (INCDPM) - "Alexandru Darabont" and also by the 

National Institute for Research and Development in Mine Safety and Protection to Explosion 

(INSEMEX). Also, our masks and cartridges based on active coal filters are certified OHSAS 18001: 

2007. 

         The Active carbon produced inside Romcarbon’s factory is attested for alimentary contact, 

according to the test report analysis BI 3414/05.11.2005. 

         Our internal filter Laboratory is accreditated by RENAR. 
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Other informations: 

 

For further information please visit our websites: www.romcarbon.com; 

      Or contact us at: 

Phone: (+4) 0238 711 155; (+4) 0238 717 385; 

Fax: (+4) 0238 710 722; (+4) 0238 710 697; 

E-mail: office@romcarbon.com 

Adress: 132 Transilvaniei Street, CP 120012, Buzau, Romania 
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